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“Simplicity Is About

Subtracting The Obvious
& Adding The Meaningful.”
John Maeda

EL-HAJJAR Enterprises Company (H.E.C)

H.E.C Holding Profile

H.E.C Holding is an international Beirut-based real estate development and investment group leading a number of
overseas ventures, and comprising ten subsidiaries: H.E.C Development, H.E.C Contracting, H.E.C WooD, H.E.C
Trading, H.E.C Homes, H.E.C Aluminum, H.E.C
Fitness, H.E.C Lifestyle, H.E.C Heart, and H.E.C Green. H.E.C brings to its residential towers, compounds, and mixeduse centers over 50 years of experience in the field.
The company was founded by Simon and Samir El-Hajjar in 1959. Ever since, via careful and responsible planning
it has been creating the apartments people call home. Today, H.E.C is a diversified real estate provider with a
global vision. We have the capabilities, resources, and partners network to create eco-friendly lifestyles and sustainable communities.

H.E.C Holding Profile
Operating under the umbrella of H.E.C Holding, H.E.C WooD
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H.E.C WooD buys choice woods from select suppliers to create
custom products that enhance residential and working spaces.
Additionally, H.E.C WooD imports its own line of products from
Italy to assort a higher quality choice. H.E.C WooD implements
client concepts, or its in-house interior designer creates a concept to meet

“H.E.C WooD only undertakes high-end projects, but that does not
mean our prices are high-end,” says El-Hajjar, “as in the properties we
develop, our focus remains on quality. We build products that last
across generations, and this particularly applies to our furniture, which
features top-of-the-line materials. Each finished product is stamped with
the H.E.C Logo, a trademark of quality and a reminder that when H.E.C
promises, it delivers”.

Kitchens
As the heart of the home, the kitchen is always a happening place. With all the hustle
and bustle that happens there, having a well-organized, functional space is the key.
The ideal kitchen often requires a kitchen table, a kitchen island, many cabinets, deep
kitchen sinks, and plenty of countertop space. Luckily, you don’t need an oversize kitchen to get what you want. Furthermore, H.E.C WooD complements its kitchens
designs with a variety of German-made accessories such as Hettich and Blum.

METIS

TYPE OF WOOD:
ACRYLIC
Acrylic is a part of trend of design for kitchen cabinet.
It has shining effect, that makes our customers’ kitchen
area looks wider. And, there are many choices of colors
our customers can choose from to match the color
scheme of their house. The term “acrylic” is used for
products that contain a substance derived from acrylic
acid or a related compound. Most often, it is used to
describe a clear, glass-like plastic known as poly(methyl)
methacrylate (PMMA). PMMA, also called acrylic glass,
has properties that make it a better choice for many
products that might otherwise be made of glass. There
are two basic types: extruded and cast.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ

HERMES

TYPE OF WOOD:
LACQUERED
Lacquer is a clear or colored wood finish that dries by
solvent evaporation or a curing process that produces
a hard, durable finish. This finish can be of any sheen
level from ultra-matte to high gloss, and it can be further
polished as required. It is also used for «lacquer paint»,
which typically is a paint that dries to a more than
usually hard and smooth surface.
MDF WITH VENEER FINISH
The finest and rarest logs are sent to companies that
produce veneer. Furniture made with wood veneer uses
less wood than the same piece of furniture made with
solid wood. Some projects built using wood veneer
would not be possible to construct using solid lumber,
owing to expansion and contraction caused by
fluctuation of temperature and humidity.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ

APOLLO

TYPE OF WOOD:
PVC
PVC includes a vast range of kitchen cabinets,
tables and even wardrobes, chests and
other storage ideas for the kitchen. Poly vinyl
chloride has various advantages over other
materials namely they are waterproof, termite
proof, fire retardant, economical, maintenance
free easy to install and available in various
colors shades and is not difficult to paint and
polish. These cabinets are made of the highest
quality MDF using a vacuum press to apply the
PVC using a combination of heat, vacuum and
pressure to ensure maximum adhesion of the
PVC and giving a smooth finish.
COUNTER TOP: GRANITE

HESTIA

TYPE OF WOOD:
MELAMINE
Melamine wood is a less expensive
alternative to using traditional wood. It is
also easier to care for. This product is made
up of a core of particle board or medium
density fiberboard. The core is then coated
with paper that is bonded with a melamine
resin. The paper´s color is what the finished
product´s color will be. This is then used to
make cabinets or counter-tops. These are
much easier to care for than wood counters
or cabinets would be. With wood you have
to worry about moisture and scratching. This is
not an issue with melamine wood products.
COUNTER TOP: RESIN

HERA

TYPE OF WOOD:
MELAMINE
Melamine wood is a less expensive alternative
to using traditional wood. It is also easier to
care for. This product is made up of a core of
particle board or medium density fiberboard.
The core is then coated with paper that is
bonded with a melamine resin. The paper´s
color is what the finished product´s color will
be. This is then used to make cabinets or
counter-tops. These are much easier to care
for than wood counters or cabinets would be.
With wood you have to worry about moisture
and scratching. This is not an issue with
melamine wood products.
MDF WITH VENEER FINISH (INCLUDES
GLASS)
The finest and rarest logs are sent to
companies that produce veneer. Furniture
made with wood veneer uses less wood than
the same piece of furniture made with solid
wood. Some projects built using wood veneer
would not be possible to construct using solid
lumber, owing to expansion and contraction
caused by fluctuation of temperature and
humidity.
COUNTER TOP: WOOD TEXTURE RESIN

DEMETER

TYPE OF WOOD:
HARDWOOD
Real wood remains a popular choice for
cabinet parts, including bases, frames, doors,
and sides. Pricing for solid wood cabinet
doors depends on the wood species used.
Real wood is typically an easy material for
woodworkers to shape and design. This
translates to a wider availability of styles and
patterns in standard wood cabinetry, as well
as the option of being able to create more
elaborate patterns for custom cabinets.
Solid wood cabinets are incredibly sturdy
and able to withstand far more of the wear
and tear of everyday use than other cabinet
materials. They can withstand the increased
heat and humidity in the kitchen as well.
MDF WITH VENEER FINISH (INCLUDES
GLASS)
The finest and rarest logs are sent to
companies that produce veneer. Furniture
made with wood veneer uses less wood
than the same piece of furniture made with
solid wood. Some projects built using wood
veneer would not be possible to construct
using solid lumber, owing to expansion
and contraction caused by fluctuation of
temperature and humidity.
COUNTER TOP: GRANITE

ARTEMIS

TYPE OF WOOD:
LACQUERED
Lacquer is a clear or colored wood finish
that dries by solvent evaporation or a curing
process that produces a hard, durable
finish. This finish can be of any sheen level
from ultra-matte to high gloss, and it can be
further polished as required. It is also used for
«lacquer paint», which typically is a paint that
dries to a more than usually hard and smooth
surface.
COUNTER TOP: RESIN

AURA

TYPE OF WOOD:
MELAMINE
Melamine wood is a less expensive
alternative to using traditional wood. It is
also easier to care for. This product is made
up of a core of particle board or medium
density fiberboard. The core is then coated
with paper that is bonded with a melamine
resin. The paper´s color is what the finished
product´s color will be. This is then used to
make cabinets or counter-tops. These are
much easier to care for than wood counters
or cabinets would be. With wood you have
to worry about moisture and scratching. This is
not an issue with melamine wood products.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ

COEUS

TYPE OF WOOD:
PVC
PVC includes a vast range of kitchen cabinets,
tables and even wardrobes, chests and other
storage ideas for the kitchen. Poly vinyl chloride
has various advantages over other materials
namely they are waterproof, termite proof, fire
retardant, economical, maintenance free easy
to install and available in various colors shades
and is not difficult to paint and polish. These
cabinets are made of the highest quality MDF
using a vacuum press to apply the PVC using
a combination of heat, vacuum and pressure
to ensure maximum adhesion of the PVC and
giving a smooth finish.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ

THEMIS

TYPE OF WOOD:
MDF WITH VENEER FINISH (INCLUDES
GLASS)
The finest and rarest logs are sent to
companies that produce veneer. Furniture
made with wood veneer uses less wood
than the same piece of furniture made with
solid wood. Some projects built using wood
veneer would not be possible to construct
using solid lumber, owing to expansion
and contraction caused by fluctuation of
temperature and humidity.
ACRYLIC
Acrylic is a part of trend of design for kitchen
cabinet. It has shining effect, that makes our
customers’ kitchen area looks wider. And, there
are many choices of colors our customers
can choose from to match the color scheme
of their house. The term “acrylic” is used for
products that contain a substance derived
from acrylic acid or a related compound.
Most often, it is used to describe a clear,
glass-like plastic known as poly(methyl)
methacrylate (PMMA). PMMA, also called
acrylic glass, has properties that make it a
better choice for many products that might
otherwise be made of glass. There are two
basic types: extruded and cast.
COUNTER TOP: RESIN

HEPHAESTUS

TYPE OF WOOD:
LACQUERED
Lacquer is a clear or colored wood finish
that dries by solvent evaporation or a curing
process that produces a hard, durable finish.
This finish can be of any sheen level from
ultra-matte to high gloss, and it can be further
polished as required. It is also used for «lacquer
paint», which typically is a paint that dries to a
more than usually hard and smooth surface.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ
ADDITIONAL CABINET TYPES: ALUMINIUM
WITH GLASS

DINOYUS

TYPE OF WOOD:
LACQUERED
Lacquer is a clear or colored wood finish
that dries by solvent evaporation or a curing
process that produces a hard, durable
finish. This finish can be of any sheen level
from ultra-matte to high gloss, and it can be
further polished as required. It is also used for
«lacquer paint», which typically is a paint that
dries to a more than usually hard and smooth
surface.
COUNTER TOP: RESIN

PHOEBE

TYPE OF WOOD:
HARDWOOD
Real wood remains a popular choice for
cabinet parts, including bases, frames, doors,
and sides. Pricing for solid wood cabinet
doors depends on the wood species used.
Real wood is typically an easy material for
woodworkers to shape and design. This
translates to a wider availability of styles and
patterns in standard wood cabinetry, as well
as the option of being able to create more
elaborate patterns for custom cabinets.
Solid wood cabinets are incredibly sturdy and
able to withstand far more of the wear and tear
of everyday use than other cabinet materials.
They can withstand the increased heat and
humidity in the kitchen as well.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ

ATHENA

TYPE OF WOOD:
MELAMINE
Melamine wood is a less expensive
alternative to using traditional wood. It is
also easier to care for. This product is made
up of a core of particle board or medium
density fiberboard. The core is then coated
with paper that is bonded with a melamine
resin. The paper´s color is what the finished
product´s color will be. This is then used to
make cabinets or counter-tops. These are
much easier to care for than wood counters
or cabinets would be. With wood you have
to worry about moisture and scratching. This is
not an issue with melamine wood products.
COUNTER TOP: QUARTZ
ADDITIONAL CABINET TYPES:
BACKPAINTED GLASS

Kitchen Accessories
Cutlery, dispensa units, lumia corners,
		
magic corners, pots and pans, waste

-Please ask us
about our kitchen
accessories
catalog.

“I Take This Opportunity To Thank All H.E.C WooD Team
For The Good Work, The Collaboration,

&The Excellent Craftsmanship They Have
Provided At My Residence.”
Fady Monla

Home Furniture
With H.E.C WooD, your home furniture is impeccably crafted out of woods that fits
your personal taste. We have the capacity to provide you, a range of styles, from
traditional to contemporary. We manufacture extensive range of wooden furniture
and accessories for bathrooms, bedrooms, living rooms, home offices, kitchens and
utility rooms.
The use of genuine wood brings out the subtle variations in color and texture of
our manufactured furniture, creating a winning combination of comfort and style. A
selection of beautiful colors & styles are available in home furniture like cabinets,
wardrobes to wooden boxes and of course beds. Designed for maximum comfort
and built for sturdy durability, home furniture made by H.E.C WooD is a fine addition
to the interior or exterior of your home.

Upholstery
At H.E.C WooD, we also offer our clients upholstery
services depending on their needs and preferences.
Our work is distinguished for simplicity and innovation
and we guarantee our clients that our materials,
produced by our finest suppliers, are built to last.
At H.E.C WooD, we strive our best to provide our
customers a wide variety of designs, colors and
upholstery textiles. We also offer options for almost
all your needs, contexts and custom made services.

“Dealing With H.E.C WooD Was
One Of The Best Decisions I Have Made,

& I Am Personally Very Pleased.”
Hala El-Hajj

Bedrooms
H.E.C WooD provides a wide array of artistically designed bedroom furniture made
of wood of various attractive colors and finishes. Bedroom furniture crafted out of
wood has a refined style and an inviting appeal. H.E.C WooD designers, work to
providing bedroom furniture, which is in harmony with their settings.

“Our Girls Bedroom Is Perfect.

Thank You For A Great Job.
I Will Pass Your Name To My Friends.”
Ibrahim Jabra

Walk-in Closets
H.E.C WooD helps you design the perfect closet solutions. Along with functionality,
consider stylish and affordable wood and wire shelving options. Not only will your
closet be decluttered, it will also help you recover lost space in your home.
Some of the trends we apply at H.E.C WooD is setting a bookcase inside closet
spaces for easy access to books, magazines, shoes or everyday jewelry items. H.E.C
WooD also maximizes your closet storage solution with wall mounted hooks, shelves
and even under bed storage.
You can also make great uses for closets outside your home. In a storage area, a
closet can help you clean up and organize your clutter. Also, installing outdoor
storage can be an ideal solution to hold garden tools, yard décor, or hideaway a
small folding table.

Office Furniture
At H.E.C WooD, we offer layout and incredible design to create the most desirable
work environment. Through H.E.C WooD, your office will be fully furnished, that is the
conference room, board room, executive office, reception area. H.E.C WooD
products fit almost any kind of applications.

I Would Recommend H.E.C WooD To Any Business Contact
Needing Space Planning And Design Services.”
“I Would Like To Extend My Appreciation & Gratitude
Towards H.E.C WooD For A Very Professional & Wonderful Job.

Haider Al Rubaye

Doors & Windows
H.E.C WooD designs and manufactures custom wood windows and doors in the fine
tradition of Lebanese craftsmanship. We use time-honoured woodworking techniques
combined with the latest developments in modern window and door manufacturing.
The end result is precision windows and doors that add beauty to your home or
business and last for generations.

“We Gave You Our Ideas & Taste & You Turned It

Into Reality! Thank You For All Your Efforts :)”
Habib & Elise Abboud

Ceiling & Walls
At H.E.C WooD, we build for you a wood ceiling in professional quality: made of
massive wood, robust and durable, designed and built for the specifics of any
room. Surface wall panels and ceilings provide exquisite style to your home, office
and commercial establishments, as they are highly aesthetic, elegant and long
lasting. The most popular form of wood is beaded ceiling board or tongue-andgroove planking. Although their appearance is slightly different, they are installed
in the same manner. The wooden boards can be nailed directly to the bottom of
the ceiling joists, and butt joints or seams are common. The beaded ceiling board
has an extra pair of lines lightly scored across the length of the board, which adds
somewhat to the appearance. The whole installation is suitable for electrical
installations e.g. for spotlights.

Wood Flooring
Wood flooring is any product manufactured from timber that is designed for use as
flooring, either structural or aesthetic. When shopping for Wood Floors, remember this
is a lifelong product of natural beauty and durability. Other positive aspect of wood
flooring: its affordability, easy to maintain, environmental soundness, and they are
healthy for you, not to mention the wide variety and selection. From Its sustainable
source to its healthy qualities indoors, wood flooring makes a smart choice for the
world’s environment and the environment in your own home. No matter what type of
flooring you are looking for, H.E.C WooD has a floor to fit your lifestyle.

“We Sincerely Appreciate Your
Responsiveness & It Is

A Pleasure To Work With People Like You
Who Know The Meaning Of Efficiency.”
Michel Lebbos

Manufacturing
H.E.C WooD professional plant designer will split the fixed furniture and
wooden products into different components of the module in
accordance with the design proposal, which will be produced in the
processing plants and then assembled at the site in accordance with
the site management plan. Wood processing at the plants not only
make the site clean, but also greatly improve the quality of the wood
and shorten the project cycle, thereby reducing the client’s project cost.
H.E.C WooD, wood plant conducts strict quality inspection system to
ensure every manufactured product’s quality and workmanship. H.E.C
WooD not only uses professional machinery but also regularly invite
senior technical consultants or technical training and guidance to
ensure the various processing maintains its advanced level.

“The True Work Of Art

Is But A Shadow Of
The Divine Perfection.”
Michelangelo

H.Q HAJJAR CENTER 65. P.O.BOX 166080 - AMINE GEMAYEL ST. SIOUFI ACHRAFIEH, BEIRUT, LEBANON
+961 1 423 426
wood@el-hajjar.com

www.el-hajjar.com

